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ABSTRACT

Test and Verification Solutions (TVS) uses Questa 
Verification Management (Questa VM) for both project 
management and verification sign off for its asureVIP 
development program. Questa VM can manage 
verification data, process and tools with features such 
as testplan tracking, trend analysis, results analysis and 
run management. TVS has benefitted specifically from 
Questa VRM (Verification Run Manager), which automates 
regression runs and monitors coverage status. These 
features are useful in helping us identify a bug during a 
regression run, immediately starting the debug process  
and subsequently easily monitoring project status.

Using VRM, TVS does not need to write an additional  
script for merging coverage output. Instead, the tool 
provides a special configuration that helps manage  
merge UCDB files and generate coverage reports.

During the regression run, VRM monitors the pass and  
fail status of test cases. Once the run is complete, the tool 
re-runs failed test cases, allowing for immediate analysis  
of the failure without having to re-run the regression.

The testplan tracker coordinates much 
about the testing 

process, including requirements and also a comprehensive 
list of the tested features that includes how they are tested 
(whether directed or random). Testplan tracker helps to 
easily monitor the functionalities that have been covered 
and, importantly, those still left uncovered. 

At TVS, our overall productivity, efficiency and delivery 
quality have experienced vast improvements, which we  
will describe briefly in this paper. 

 
VERIFICATION CHALLENGES  
DURING THE GOOD OLD DAYS

It used to be the case that getting a customer to sign-
off on verification required us to present a laundry list of 
information: test plan, functional coverage document, and 
code and functional coverage numbers. Based on these 
reports, we would make the case that the feature list in the 
requirement specification was completely verified. This 
process was not without several hassles. 

First, while running a regression, to know the status 
of a particular testcase, we would have to open the 
corresponding testcase log file or regression status log 
file to confirm the “PASS” or “FAIL” status, seed value 
generated, CPU usage and the time taken to run that 
particular testcase. To extract this sort of information we’d 

have to provide the appropriate tool-related commands 
in the regression script.  That’s because during a 
regression run, it is not possible to suspend/kill/
disable a particular testcase. To run the multiple 
testcases we needed load sharing facility (LSF) 
support, which tended to be expensive.

Secondly, ensuring that the testcases covered 
all the supported features and that the functional 
cover points were hit was grueling work. In 
complex protocols like PCI Express and USB, 
covering all the features requires creating more 
and more directed and random testcases to 
achieve the maximum possible functional coverage 
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numbers. Generating and analyzing individual coverage 
reports for all the testcases was also laborious.

Thirdly, it was difficult to establish whether a particular 
feature was covered by directed or random testcases.  
For that we needed to open every testcase and cross  
check with the test specification, which was a manual 
process before we adopted VRM. 

Next, it was time consuming to create a merged UCDB file, 
which essentially conveys the overall coverage achieved. 
To get accurate coverage numbers, we should be merging 
only the UCDB files of the testcases that were passing. 
This requires separate locations for dumping UCDB files 
associated with the passing and failing testcases. Such 
segregation was tough to implement, which led to spending 
lots of time merging large numbers of UCDB files. Consider: 
for about 700 testcases it takes approximately three and a 
half minutes to generate a merged UCDB file.

Finally, verification managers encountered challenges when 
they convened status meetings. Project status updates were 
elusive as the engineers would just convey the information 
about what blocks/features they had covered and the 
functional coverage numbers associated with those blocks/
features.  Without referring to the test plan, it was tough 
to report the blocks/features that were yet to be covered.  
Overall, it was difficult to estimate the amount of work yet to 
be completed. Prior to the adoption of VRM, there was no 
automation tool to indicate the number of testcases covered 
in a way that referenced the customer requirement specifi- 
 
 
 

cation. The result: increasing difficulty in accurately esti-
mating the project completion date and efficiently allocating 
resources. 

QUESTA VM AND VRM

Questa VM addresses all the issues described in the 
previous section. As shown in Figure 1, its features include 
testplan tracking, verification run manager, verification run 
analysis, trend analysis, all built upon the UCDB. 

Figure 1: Block diagram depicting VM features

 

Figure 2: A snapshot of VM tool used 

for TVS asureVIP project management
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Figure 3: Snapshot of regression execution window 

while running asureVIP regression 

 

TVS uses the Questa VM tools – prominent benefits include 
automation of regression runs and monitoring of coverage 
status – for its asureVIP verification IP development 
program. Figure 2 is a snapshot of the VM windows used 
for managing the asureVIP development. On the left is the 
run manager, where a user compiles (RTL/TB/Testcases), 
triggers regression runs and generate reports. The center 
section shows the regression status for individual testcases 
along with the compilation status of the RTL and testbench. 
On the right: functional and code coverage details of 
individual testcases.

  
VRM BENEFITS

While running 
the regression, 
VRM will report 
a particular 
testcase’s “PASS” 
or “FAIL “status, 
seed value, 
CPU time and 
testcases run 
time. Once the 
regression is 
complete, the 
tool automatically 
enables the 
re-run of failed test cases. This makes it possible to 
immediately start looking for the cause of failure without 

having to re-run the failing 
testcases, as is often 
required in the absence  
of a tool.  

Figure 3 shows regression 
status during run time. 
Note the ability to monitor 
the entire regression 
status as it is running and 
that multiple testcases are 
running at the same time 
without LSF support.

 VERIFICATION RESULTS ANALYSIS BENEFITS

Before the birth of VRM, verifying complex designs with 
plenty of test cases was time consuming, especially the 
task of obtaining coverage numbers for individual testcases. 
VRM provides a consolidated report of such coverage 
numbers as shown in Figure 4. This data helps quickly 
identify which testcases need more attention. 

Figure 5 (on the following page) shows the results reported 
containing testcase “PASS” or “FAIL” status, UCDB status, 
queued time, host name, CPU time and so on. These 
results are immensely useful in communicating the testcase 
status with the customer, or vice versa. For instance, using 
this information we can replicate a testcase failure scenario 
 

Figure 4: A snapshot of VM browser  
with asureVIP coverage results
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Figure 5: A snapshot of the regression execution 

browser with asureVIP testcases 

 
using the same seed value against each testcase  
in the consolidated report. Based on the CPU time  
we can estimate how long the testcase will run and  
plan our debug task accordingly. 

 
BENEFITS OF TESTPLAN TRACKING

We can now import our testplan document (for instance, 
captured in an Excel spreadsheet) into Questa VM. We can 
then use the tool to view feature list details and plans for 
verifying each of those features (whether by writing directed 
testcases or random testcases). 

Figure 6: A snapshot of testplan tracker window

Figure 6 shows the testplan tracker window depicting 
the overall status of asureVIP verification effort. Note 
how a single window displays the features specified by 
the customer/protocol standards, testcase coverage 
numbers achieved for each feature supported, coverage 
numbers listed according to the file structure and finally 
the cumulative report suggesting how much effort needs 
to be spent in achieving the maximum possible coverage 
numbers. Figure 7 shows the testplan coverage summary, 
which shows coverage numbers of sub-features.

Now the verification engineer is able to effectively report 
the block-level verification progress during status meetings. 
This tool’s reporting capability saves time and energy  
spent by verification engineers and managers to report  
and understand overall testplan status. The project manager 
can now better plan the verification effort based on obvious 
gaps noticed (as revealed in the total number of bins,  
hits and misses). 
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 Figure 7: QVRM Testplan Coverage Summary

 
BENEFITS OF TREND ANALYSIS

One last point: we easily generated a merged UCDB file 
based on built-in macros, which spared us from writing 
more complex scripts that generate and merge UCDB 
files, as we used to do. The macros save time and help 
verification managers understand the progress made by 
individuals or their entire team.  

 
SUMMARY

TVS was facing sizable challenges in the way we planned, 
implemented, analyzed and signed off verification activity. 
Verification managers were struggling to efficiently manage 
the schedule and resources to ensure on-time delivery 
of projects. Questa VM changed things for the better, 
allowing the verification team to better track their testplan, 
manage regression runs, analyze and report results, and 
identify how much effort has been consumed or needs to 
be applied to successfully achieve the expected coverage 
numbers. Status reporting used to entail updating the test 
case tracker spreadsheet to discuss the overall status of 
VIP development with our manager and/or customer, an 
effort that consumed at least 30 minutes per day and, when 
the entire team is considered, at least 10 hours per week. 
Questa VM saved all this time and more, allowing us to 
more effectively test and debug. But the best benefit of all 
is simply that using Questa VM has improved the way we 
communicate with our clients and the quality of our delivery.
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